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Fox News Channel anchor Bret Baier shares the New York Times bestselling tale of his son Paul's
ongoing battle with cardiovascular disease, and how it transformed his own lifestyle and
family.Completely of what the author receives from the sale of the book is normally donated to
various nonprofit pediatric heart causes. Bret and his wife Amy emerge-simply like their brave young
son-scarred but infinitely more powerful, and obviously understanding what matters most in
existence. With the acute insight of a practiced reporter, and the deep appreciate of a spouse and
dad, Baier shares behind-the-scenes stories and psychological narrative of youthful Paul's life thus
far. Told by a loving father and get better at storyteller, this hope-filled accounts offers an
inspirational glimpse in to the family of a guy who just happens to be someone millions change to
for the day's news.This deeply touching personal story is told through the eyes of a journalist as he
faces his life's greatest crisis: looking after his critically ill son.
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A Particular Something for EVERYONE It’s every parent’s nightmare. Special Heart. My parents
tutored him every nite, took him to every Dr with ideas of epilepsy and all new meds over the yrs
after my parents dies (within 1yr of each other)y brother had almost 6 inches of mind scare cells
removed and going back 11 yrs of his life had forget about seizures.Special Heart is not just another
epistle from a high-profile Fox News personality -- it is deeply personal. It’s a robust serving of real
life, fear, trepidation, inspiration, and perseverance by among the country’s premier television news
experts, Bret Baier, anchor of the top-rated political news digest Special Statement on Fox News
Channel.There’s too much to like in Particular Center for both parents and Fox News enthusiasts.
Baier deftly strikes a distinctive balance of his career path and rise to prominence at Fox Information
with the dramatic personal issues he and his wife, Amy, face in dealing with their young child Paul’s
apparently insurmountable medical obstacles. I read this reserve on my Kindle. Great read! It
focuses on the struggles he and his family members faced, but also contains the experiences of
other families in an identical situation. As the publication shares with us the gripping encounters of
Paul’s medical trip, the reader is definitely treated to insights at the top news stories of those six
years as Mr. Hats off to the Medical Group as well.Within this engaging and emotional account are
a number of touching vignettes about the passing of some of Mr. Baier’s colleagues, including
former White Home Press Secretary Tony Snow, ABC’s Jim McWethy, and NBC’s Tim Russert.
Accepting like and light from God to heal and guide, strength as just He provides. Radical medical
procedures performed the last rites provided with my parents planning his funeral. Baier’s career
accounts) with the emotional (Paul’s life-threatening disease and the family members who loves
him), eventually makes this book very relatable to a wide reader base. The quality of the writing, the
power of the feelings presented, and the traditional news problems covered each provide something
worthwhile for anybody to eliminate from the knowledge. This book is completely recommended for
those seeking motivation and comfort in the face of the most trying challenges life can have in store
for us.Through everything, the Baier family found their philanthropic calling: pediatric heart research.
The reserve reaffirmed my admiration to lots of individuals mentioned.C. We will be the people we
are today due to how my parents ngave up. Mr. He experienced from critical in controlled epilepsy
most of his lifestyle along with what is currently called ADHD. Everyone center is a particular heart I
haven't cried this much since my buddy died yet we were holding tears of such joy. Bret reminds
us that our children mean a lot more than our careers, our agenda, or issues that fill our lifestyle.The
convergence of the rational (Mr. My buddy lived 55 yrs. Baier is donating 100% of his proceeds
from this wonderful book to pediatric heart research in order that others, like youthful Paul, can
hopefully have the miracles of reducing-edge medicine that have allowed him to become the active,
thriving six year-old he's today. “A Trip of Faith, Wish, Courage and Love” is a lot more than only a
subtitle -- it’s truly the experience this book delivers when you are led through the medical
challenges presented for a baby born with cardiovascular disease and multiple congenital heart
defects. My parents didn't live to find that but my brother always looked forward under no
circumstances back. I'm familiar with almost all of Fox Information anchors. Nobody outside family
and a few friends knew what my parents and brother confronted those years BUT my sister and I
did.’s leading children’s hospital gave Paul a fresh lease on life. I feel enormously blessed our son is
currently 37, very energetic, married and the father of 4 year outdated twin boys. How they trained
all 3 folks that God includes a purpose for Mike's existence and us. Thankfully we have doctors that
are remarkable in taking care of our smallest family members. My parents we thought were
therefore special but reading this story made me recognize how God in His infinite wisdom picks
specific people and families to become the light in the dark tunnel simply as Bret Baier's publication
is certainly and how blessed the world is to have Paul,his tale and his parents love and faith on



paper for so many to learn, to end up being comforted and blessed. Many thanks Mr Baier for
your story your faith and like of family and God I read this publication on my Kindle. I came across .
This reserve was engaging from start to finish and I was unfortunate when I completed reading
it!.Woven throughout this well-written and extremely readable book may be the significant part the
Baier family members’s faith played in sustaining them through their darkest hours. I found it to be a
very real account of a family's journey from the path to relationship (of Bret Baier and his wife), to
their early days filled up with endless promise, with their transition to the ups and downs, highs and
lows, of unexpectedly looking after an extremely sick new kid.Through three open heart surgeries
and seven angioplasties, the bravery and fortitude of youthful Paul Baier (now 6), and his trust in his
parents and his medical providers, shines through. This publication will be of curiosity to anyone who
watches Bret Baier on Fox News, but it also will be of curiosity to any family members who has
undergone an identical changeover from thinking they possess a healthy child to suddenly dealing
with a life-threatening situation. It is well-written and uplifting. You welcome the birth of your son or
daughter, and within hours, the original pleasure and exhilaration are shattered by the news
headlines that your valuable newborn is all of a sudden in a combat for their very existence.. Paulie
Baier has a truly special center!an extremely special reading experience Having been through open
heart surgical procedure designed for transposition with my boy at 9 weeks, I felt like We was
reliving the feelings, the fears and the knowledge through this book. There were so many shared
encounters that I repeatedly wished I could call Bret and talk with him about them. I thoroughly
enjoyed the writing design which brought me to tears and laughter..I found the interview with the
cosmetic surgeon at the end specifically informative since my son's surgery took place in 1978.
There is indeed much hope for parents at the threshold of the journey with a child. By no means
stopped praying on their knees everyday of Mike's life. Nobody is assured a tomorrow, but a kid
with even the most complicated center defect can continue to live a long and productive lifestyle.
God bless you, Paul! Congratulations on a publication that was enlightening, enjoyable and
heartwarming!!! This element of the story, which is certainly neither preachy nor overbearing, is both
shifting and inspirational for individuals who believe in a higher being. I completed the book in record
period. I enjoyed very much Bret's courtship. My TV is nearly glued at Fox for entire day or night
time when I've my TV on.We wish my parents have been able to browse this gamily's story it had
been theirs. I shed plenty of tears as well. World renowned medical teams at Washington D. Baier
balances the hectic demands of being a national news anchor against the essential needs of his
family members. They are God's presents on earth as well. The need for prayer and Love ?? Such
a tale from the heart ??! It had been well written and as a reader continued an emotional roller
coaster. Heart wrenching Terrific family Beautiful, inspired testimony Parents are gifts with their
children. Each of Paulie's parents loving with great strength of sheer will and selflessness. Perhaps
most touching of all, is his courting, relationship, and relationship along with his wife, Amy Hills Baier,
whom you come to know as a good, loving, and genuinely impressive person in her very own right.
A journey of a young guy with a most special center, God bless you all. just what a wonderful
family this was a heart warming story in regards to a close knit family Great Book This book
showed the journey of a family dealing with a newborn child who has a devastating heart problem.
The reserve is truly about the faith and appreciate of the Baier family.!.! A must read Fabulous book,
have the Kleenex ready Faith in Action This is an incredible story of faith. Faith that God is definitely
in control regardless of what occurs. Faith brings hope even though the problem is hard to
comprehend. My brother was born 21/2mos early in 1949 weighing less than 4pounds no rectum.
Kids are an expansion of who we are, and if we eliminate them we lose a part of us that's hard to
grasp. Little Paul Baker I know will become amazing and his tale so lovingly informed by his dad will



give an incredible number of families the power to make it one more day.
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